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Kathy Peterson uses designs created with a
mobile scanner to make a cute and girly
scrapbook shopping bag.

Cute and Girly Scrapbook Bag
Designed by Kathy Peterson

Materials List:
Flip Pal™ mobile scanner
scissors
paper cutter/slider
scrapbook paper--pink pattern, green and burgundy solid
white shopping/gift bag 10 x 13 inches
adhesives
decorative paper punch
3-d adhesive dots
print outs of scanned umbrella
umbrella or other colorful item such as fabric, wall paper, etc
rub-on Cherish the moment of Friendship
epoxy embellishment (smile)
mini flower scrapbook embellishments
family photo 3.5 x 2.5 inches
white cardstock or typing paper
Instructions: (use photo as guide)
1. Using Flip Pal mobile scanner, remove cover and scan umbrella pattern (or other item). Print out scan onto
typing paper or cardstock
2. using scissors, cut out scanned image.
3. select photo
4.using paper cutter/slider: cut green paper to 3 x 4 inches , burgundy paper to 4.5 x 3.5 inches and (1) strip to
10 x .25 inches, pink pattern paper 3.75 x 2 inches and cut (2) strips of pink pattern paper 9 x 1.5 inches.
Optional: Using scrap pink pattern paper, cut approximately 4 x 3.5 inch square then taper one corner of paper
to match scanned print out.
5. using paper punch, punch short ends of pink pattern paper ( 3.75 x 2 inches) then using scissors cut off punch
ends to round edges.
6. using pink paper strips, adhere and center 1/2 inch from to top of bag then rub on word(s) and adhere
burgundy strip of paper and one flower. Rub-on and center the “cherish” or “friendship” saying
7. adhere to left side of bag the cut out scanned image and pink 4 x 3.5 square,
8.in order: adhere photo to punched pink paper, pink paper punch to green paper and green paper to burgundy
paper.
9. position and adhere the pink patterned strip approximately 1.75 inches from right edge allowing .25 inch at
bottom and top fold of bad. Then adhere stacked photo/papers and 4 mini flowers.
10. adhere epoxy word "Smile" to green paper just under photo.
11. Use as a gift bag or as unexpected wall art.
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